From the viewpoint of the Soar cognitive architecture, the term "working memory" (WM) refers to the psychological mechanisms that maintain information retrieved or created during the performance of a task. The following are the five key points made in the chapter concerning Soar's treatment of human WM:
Introduction
In the Spring of 1987, Allen Newell delivered the William James lectures at Harvard University (Newell, 1990) . He used the occasion to argue the case for striving towards theoretical unification in psychology, and to develop Soar, a new cognitive architecture, as the basis for a candidate unified theory. Soar had previously been presented as a problem-solving architecture for artificial intelligence (Laird, Rosenbloom & Newell, 1986; Laird, Newell & Rosenbloom, 1987) . Since then, Soar, like the production system architectures from which it is derived (e.g. Newell & Simon, 1972) , has been applied both within artificial intelligence as a vehicle for constructing knowledge-intensive systems, and within psychology for the modelling of human cognition. Although more work has been done on the artificial intelligence side (e.g. Tambe, Johnson, Jones, Koss, Laird, Rosenbloom & Schwamb, 1995) , there has been a steady stream of work exploring how Soar offers state-of-the-art accounts of human empirical phenomena (Altmann, 1996; Altmann & John, in press; Lewis, 1993 Lewis, , 1997a Lewis, , 1997b Miller & Laird, 1996; Polk & Newell, 1995; Wiesmeyer, 1992; Wiesmeyer & Laird, 1993) .
Unlike smaller-scale theories in psychology, Soar is not shaped by the concerns of any single experimental area or paradigm. Soar therefore has no separate "memory mechanism", in the sense of components of the architecture aimed specifically at accounting for the results of experiments on human memory. Instead, the design of Soar is dominated by the functional considerations needed to exhibit general intelligence of human-like form (Newell, 1990) . With regard to human memory, Soar's aim is not primarily to reproduce the findings of laboratory experiments, but to explain how memory works in the context of performing real, often complex, tasks. However, such an approach is useful even for the analysis of laboratory phenomena, because no psychological experiments test just memory. Instead, they all involve the entire cognitive system in the comprehension and performance of tasks.
The involvement of memory in complex cognitive tasks is, as Newell (1992) reminds us, an issue that memory theorists have largely neglected. In consequence, the "standard models" offered by most memory theorists are simply inadequate for explaining performance on cognitive tasks of any appreciable complexity. Decades of simulation work have shown that very small working memories -for example, those able to hold just a small number of items, say in the range 3 to 9 "chunks", or those holding 3-4 items in a "central executive" supplemented by phonological and similar loopsare simply incapable of supporting the performance of tasks such as problem solving or language processing (Broadbent, 1993) . (For different reasons, similar doubts about the adequacy of the accounts of memory offered by mainstream cognitive psychology are expressed by other investigators, for example those concerned with studies of "practical memory" [e.g. Gruneberg, Morris & Sykes, 1988] or with the importance of "ecological validity" [e.g. Neisser, 1982 Neisser, , 1985 .)
In this chapter we therefore examine the phenomena of human working memory (WM) from the viewpoint of a cognitive architecture of broad scope, which focuses on the functional capabilities needed for a memory system to support performance in a range of cognitive tasks. We argue for and demonstrate three points concerning the limitations of WM: (1) We show how the cognitive system, even with a limited-capacity short-term store, can handle complex tasks that require large quantities of information, by relying heavily on recognition-based long term memory working in concert with the external environment. (2) We argue that limitations on WM arise even in purely functional cognitive systems built without pre-set capacity constraints, and hence that empirically demonstrated limitations of effective WM do not necessarily imply a capacity-constrained underlying memory system. (3) We show how a specific mechanism of similarity-based interference can act as a resource constraint on the cognitive system, and offer a coherent account a wide range of psycholinguistic phenomena.
Terminology
Before we proceed any further, we need to deal with a few points of terminology that are otherwise guaranteed to cause confusion.
First, the Soar architecture includes an internal declarative memory that holds information specific to the task in hand, including control information. As with most production system architectures, that memory is known as the "working memory". Because that memory is not necessarily to be taken as the counterpart of human working memory, we will refer to it as Soar's dynamic memory, abbreviated SDM. We will reserve the term working memory (WM) for the psychological construct. We explain the relation between the two in the next section.
Second, as we shall see, a central role is played by Soar's learning mechanism through which it acquires new production rules. In Soar, that process of acquiring new rules is called "chunking", and the new rules themselves are called "chunks". Because the term "chunk" is already widespread in the literature on human memory with a different (though related) meaning, we will again avoid the term in its specialised Soar sense, and simply talk about Soar's learning or acquisition mechanism, and refer to the new productions as acquired rules.
These conventions should aid clarity within this chapter, but the reader who delves further will find that our usage is non-standard with respect to the Soar research literature 1 .
Third, we use the terms "production", "rule", and even "production rule" interchangeably and without distinction.
Finally, we discuss Soar here in terms of its most recent version, Soar7. The technical concepts in Soar7 differ considerably from those of earlier versions. For example, where Newell (1990) talks of goals (which have states) and subgoals (which also have states), in this chapter we talk simply of states and substates. The change has no psychological significance, but again the reader should be aware that most of the Soar literature employs an older terminology.
. Basic Mechanisms and Representations in Working Memory, and the

Control and Regulation of Working Memory (Qs 1 & 2)
In order to identify those mechanisms in Soar that correspond to working memory, we must first provide a brief introduction to the Soar architecture. Next we will present a functional definition of working memory, abstracted from any particular mechanism that might realize it. We then describe how certain components of Soar realize the functions of working memory. The particular mapping we provide between Soar and human working memory is not the standard production system view, but we argue that it should hold for any learning production system. 1 There is no primer or textbook for Soar, and Newell's (1990) book is now seriously out of date in several relevant respects. However, there is a user manual available (Congdon & Laird, 1995) , and an on-line tutorial introduction to Soar for cognitive modelling (Ritter &Young, on line). There is also a "gentle introduction" to Soar (Lehman, Laird & Rosenbloom, 1996) . Information about Soar can be found on the World Wide Web, and is most conveniently accessed through the list of Frequently Asked Questions: http://www.ccc.nottingham.ac.uk/pub/soar/nottingham/soar-faq.html .
Overview of basic Soar mechanisms
Soar is a cognitive architecture of broad scope, offered by Newell (1990) as a candidate "unified theory of cognition". Soar is best described at two levels, called the problem space level and the symbol level. At the problem space level, Soar casts all cognitive activity as transformations of states by operators within a state space. In a state space, there is a single current state, which encodes working information about the problem or situation being processed. Cognitive processing occurs by means of operators, which apply to the current state to yield a new current state. In straightforward cases, processing consists of a repeated cycle in which Soar first picks an operator, and then applies it to transform the current state into a new one. This abstract description of Soar is realised concretely at the symbol level. At this level, the states and current operators are stored in Soar's dynamic memory, SDM, as shown in Figure 1 . All persistent knowledge -including knowledge of when to propose operators, how to choose them, and how to apply them -is encoded in production rules. Each production represents a content-addressed piece of knowledge, which is sensitive to a particular pattern of information in SDM, and when it detects that pattern proposes particular changes or additions to SDM. All productions that are satisfied, i.e.
can find data in SDM to match their pattern, apply in parallel. Once all such rules have fired, their proposals are collected and the appropriate changes made to SDM. Usually, these changes will cause another set of productions to match, and the process continues.
At this level, Soar consists of two main memories: SDM, which declaratively holds dynamic information about the task at hand, and production memory, which holds persistent knowledge. Production memory is permanent. Once a rule is acquired, it is never lost (although there are ways in which it can be effectively masked or have its actions overruled).
Current versions of Soar employ a low-level, theoretically neutral representation of information in SDM, consisting of attribute-value pairs. Such a general-purpose representation can serve as a basis for building higher-level constructs of the kind familiar in cognitive science, such as schemata, frames, and so on. However, the representation is theoretically weak, and places little constraint on the form or content of information in SDM. Some work in Soar (e.g. Polk & Newell, 1995) has begun to explore the possibility of adopting a more constrained, theoretically stronger representation -specifically, that of "annotated models", inspired by the "mental models" of Johnson-Laird (1983) . But the topic of representation remains an underdeveloped area for Soar.
Soar's "straightforward" processing described above, of repeatedly choosing an operator and applying it to the current state, can become blocked in various ways. For example, perhaps Soar knows of no operators to propose in the current state; or conversely, perhaps it proposes several but lacks the knowledge to choose between them; or perhaps it chooses an operator, but does not know how to apply it to the state. In these cases, Soar is said to encounter an impasse, where it is unable to proceed with its simple processing cycle. When this happens, Soar automatically sets up a new state (implicitly in a new state space), which is regarded as a substate to the state where the processing was blocked. The purpose of the substate is to trigger further processing (involving further implicit search of Soar's knowledge base) in order to retrieve information to resolve the impasse. For example, if the impasse arose because no operator was proposed, it can be resolved by finding a suitable operator. If the impasse arose because multiple operators were proposed, it can be resolved by finding knowledge to choose between them. And so on. Unsurprisingly, processing of the substate can itself encounter an impasse, which then leads to the setting up of a sub-substate, etc. So at any time, Soar may have a whole hierarchy, or "stack", of spaces it is working in, each with its own current state and (possibly) operator.
Soar's learning mechanism
Because all knowledge in Soar is encoded as production rules held in production memory, learning -in the sense of adding new knowledge -consists of acquiring new productions. The mechanism for doing this is intimately tied in with the impasses just described.
Whenever processing in a substate leads to a change being made to the superstate, that change is called a result, and Soar automatically acquires a new production rule. Recall that a production has a condition side and an action side. The action side of the new production is, obviously, the result, i.e. the change to the superstate. What should constitute appropriate conditions for the new production is less obvious. What Soar does, is to use for the conditions all those items in SDM which (a) are part of the superstate, and (b) are causally implicated in the sequence of production firings that led to the result. Here, an item being "causally implicated" means, roughly, that one of the firing productions matches against it.
Suppose that A and B (and perhaps many other items) are part of the current state in SDM when an impasse occurs. In the processing of the substate, suppose that a production matches against A and adds X to the substate, another production matches against B and X and adds Y to the substate, and finally a third production matches against Y and adds the result R to the superstate. Then A and B, and only A and B, are both part of the superstate and matched against in the sequence of firings that leads to R, so they form the conditions, and Soar acquires a new production:
In future, whenever A and B are both on a state in SDM, the new production will fire, adding R to the state. If R was sufficient to resolve the impasse, then the impasse will henceforth be avoided.
Working memory in Soar
We have now described Soar completely enough to identify those mechanisms that correspond to working memory. But first, we must define clearly what we mean by working memory. Following the spirit of Miller, Galanter, & Pribram (1960) , Baddeley & Hitch (1974) , Just & Carpenter (1992) and others, we focus on the functional role of working memory in cognition. The following definition specifies that role independently of the mechanisms that realize it:
Working memory refers to those computational mechanisms that maintain and provide access to information created or retrieved during the performance of a task. Any computationally complete system must support such functionality, because computation is inherently a process that requires the temporary storage and manipulation of partial and intermediate products.
It should be clear that Soar's dynamic memory (SDM) -its short-term declarative store -is precisely a component intended to serve the function of working memory. Indeed, that is why such components in productions systems are usually called "working memories." The traditional descriptions of Soar reinforce this identification by stating that the current "state" in the problem space is held in Soar's dynamic memory. Hence, it is natural to assume that the SDM directly corresponds to working memory.
However, making changes to SDM is not the only way that Soar can change state during the course of a task: the other way is for the content of the production rule memory itself to change, via Soar's learning mechanism. Because the rate of learning is a function of the rate of impasses, there are clearly some strong bounds on the rate at which the LTM can encode new state changes. Nevertheless, for all but the simplest immediate reaction tasks, there is enough time (on the order of seconds) for Soar to encode some intermediate products in LTM and later retrieve that information during the task. In effect, the LTM can become part of the functional working memory system.
We can illustrate the idea by thinking of the declarative dynamic memory and the long term production memory as being divided into four parts, according to the source and function of the constituent memory elements. First, there are those memory elements that were created prior to the task and are not used in the task (constituting a small fraction of SDM, but a large portion-nearly all-of LTM). Second, there are those elements that were created prior to the task and are used in the task (constituting a small part of SDM, and some small fraction of LTM). In LTM, this part constitutes the pre-existing skill for the task. Third, there are those elements that are both created and used during the task. This constitutes most of SDM, and again, a small fraction of LTM. It is this third set of memory elements that plays the role of a working memory. Finally, the fourth set consists of those elements created during the task, but not used.
This analysis leads to the inevitable conclusion that "working memory" in Soar consists of both SDM, in its familiar role, and also to some extent LTM, in its less familiar role of maintaining and retrieving intermediate products within a task. The components and processes of working memory, therefore, include both the short-term dynamic memory, the long term memory, the matching of long term productions to the dynamic memory, and the learning mechanism that gives rise to new productions. We will see this involvement of LTM in working memory spelled out in more detail in the next few sections.
Relation to other theories of memory
The job of relating Soar's account of memory to others is spread throughout this chapter, but we make a start here with a first-cut comparison between what we have seen of Soar so far and other approaches.
We begin with the relatively easy topic of long-term memory. Most approaches to human memory impose a fairly clear-cut distinction between short-term and long-term memory (or memories). Soar is unequivocal in offering its production memory as the counterpart to human long-term memory.
The various different kinds of aspects of long-term memory discussed in the literature -declarative, procedural, episodic, implicit, autobiographical -are not distinguished structurally in Soar. Differences among them would have to be reflected in the content of the knowledge in production memory (or perhaps, in some cases, in how that knowledge is used on different types of occasion). Soar's assumptions about the permanence of knowledge once acquired, and about its contentaddressed, associative nature, place it near the mainstream of psychological theorising and obviously share in a long tradition. Soar's long-term memory is, though, marked out by its structural uniformity and the leanness of its assumptions.
With regard to the part of working memory realised by SDM, Soar shares an evident family resemblance with other production system cognitive architectures, such as ACT (Anderson, 1983 (Anderson, , 1993 Lovett, Reder & Lebiere, this volume) and CAPS (Just & Carpenter, 1992) . Again, however, Soar's relative austerity is notable: Soar has no apparatus for rule strengths or activation levels, and suchlike, and therefore has at least the potential for stronger theoretical accounts.
The comparison with models derived from experimental psychology is less straightforward. The sharp two-way division between permanent and ephemeral memories has obvious echoes of earlier ideas about "short term" and "long term" memory (e.g. Murdock, 1963) or "primary" and "secondary" memories (Waugh & Norman, 1965; Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968 ) -and consequently, in the eyes of some memory psychologists, gives Soar an old-fashioned look. The most historically influential touchstones are probably the idea of a short-term memory for the temporary storage of information (e.g. Miller, 1956) , and its later elaboration into a "working" memory for transient, task-relevant information, particularly under pressure of data from study of the immediate recall task and its variants (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley & Logie, this volume) . In relation to both of these, we need to repeat warnings we have already given in this chapter: Complex cognitive tasks simply cannot be performed with temporary storage of only 7 ± 2 items; Soar's SDM does not have an imposed capacity limit; and SDM should not be simplistically identified with the psychological notion of WM. To some extent, Soar can be seen as complementary to the main thrust of the last decade of WM work, since it focuses primarily on the so-called "central executive" concerning which WM researchers have, at least until recently (Baddeley, 1996) , been so reticent.
Learning, Knowledge and LTM (Q 6)
The next two sections explore some of the surprisingly far-reaching implications of Soar's learning mechanism for human memory and learning. We first consider the unique theoretical role that learning has in cognitive models built in Soar, and then look at some examples of the mechanism in action. These examples lay the foundation for understanding precisely the role of Soar's learning and LTM in realizing working memory functions.
Where do the productions come from?
We start this section with a brief look at a question often asked about a Soar model, namely, where do the productions come from?
One answer is, simply enough, that they are postulated by the theorist. In this, Soar differs not at all from any other kind of model. However, Soar offers also a second, less familiar, answer to the question of the origin of the production rules, which is that it learns them -or at least, some of them -for itself. An ideal cognitive model would learn all the relevant productions itself. Of course, in practice that is not possible. For a particular model, some hand-written rules have to be provided by the theorist as a starting point (although it is now quite common in Soar models for learned rules greatly to outnumber the hand-written ones, e.g. Altmann, 1996; Altmann & John, in press ). The aim then is to provide, initially, only capabilities which it is reasonable to suppose a human subject has when he or she walks into the experimental situation. If a Soar model is able to interpret simple English sentences (Lewis, 1993) , uses that ability to understand instructions (Huffman, 1994; Huffman & Laird, 1995) , and by so doing acquires productions for performing a cognitive task (Lewis, Newell & Polk, 1989) , then those resulting productions have a stronger theoretical status than if they were simply written by hand, i.e. "programmed" by the theorist. (Newell, 1990 , refers to this methodology as one of "reducing the theorist's degrees of freedom".)
Rosemary's baby
Consider the following situation. You know that Rosemary, a friend of yours married to Robert, has just had a baby, but you do not know whether it was a boy or a girl. You want to find out which it is, so that you can send Rosemary a congratulation card, buy a present, and generally be in a position to say the right things to Rosemary when you see her. You obviously cannot determine the sex of the baby by sitting down and thinking about it, so on the next suitable occasion you ask Robert, and he tells you that their baby is a girl. To learn this information means to remember it, so that in the future you will know the sex of Rosemary's baby without having to ask again. How can we model the cognitive (if not the social) aspects of this scenario in Soar?
The net effect of the learning process should be that whenever the Soar model wonders about the sex of Rosemary's baby, it retrieves the information that the baby is a girl. This means that the model needs, somehow, to acquire a production we can write as:
An acquired rule of this form is described as a recall rule, because it serves to recall, i.e. into SDM, an item of information which is known, i.e. stored in production memory.
The question then is, how does the Soar model acquire that rule? One might imagine the following kind of route. In some state, Soar wants to know the sex of Rosemary's baby. It doesn't know the answer, i.e. it doesn't yet have a production like P2, so there is an impasse and a substate is set up. The processing on the substate, in order to resolve the impasse, decides to go and ask Robert, and that subtask temporarily takes precedence in the main state over the primary task of finding the baby's sex. So Soar wanders off … and a little while later Robert tells Soar "It's a girl". With that information in hand, the substate can finish the task by marking 'girl' on the superstate. That result, from a substate to a superstate, causes Soar to acquire a new production.
The trouble is, that a Soar model operating along those lines acquires, not P2, but the somewhat different rule:
P3 is the same as P2, except that it has the extra condition "answer=girl". That condition is included because in the processing that led to the result, some production must have matched against Robert's answer "It's a girl" in order for the right result to be found. The item "answer=girl" is therefore causally implicated in the result, and consequently included in the acquired rule.
The extra condition prevents P3 from doing the job we want. A production like P3 is known as a circular recognition rule. It cannot recall information, but it can recognise the answer in the sense that it fires when the right information is in SDM. But that still leaves us with the problem of explaining how the recall rule, P2, is acquired.
A multi-stage learning model
To explain how P2 arises, we temporarily ignore the question of learning and focus instead on the task of obtaining the answer to the question "what-is (sex-of, Rosemary's-baby)". A Soar model has available to it four potential routes to the answer:
• On the third trial, and subsequently, recall rule P2 fires, implementing route 1. The Soar model has therefore now "learned" the sex of Rosemary's baby.
A couple of features of this story about learning are worthy of comment. First, the model engages in no deliberate activity of "learning". Instead, the learning occurs as a side-effect of doing the task, as a consequence of Soar's automatic mechanism for acquiring new rules. Second, this kind of learning is inherently multi-pass. The first trial is needed to acquire the recognition rule. The second trial makes use of the recognition rule to pick out the right answer from among those generated, and leads to the acquisition of the recall rule. Only from the third trial onwards does the recall rule itself come into play. Third, the learning relies upon a process of generate and recognise, in which the learner generates possible options and makes use of previously acquired knowledge to recognise which is right. This process has evident similarities to other generate-and-recognise models previously proposed for memory (e.g. Bahrick, 1970; Kintsch, 1970; Anderson & Bower, 1972) .
Implications for long-term memory
Although the model just presented is for a simple and somewhat contrived task, the approach and its characteristics generalise to a wide range of learning situations, basically those where crucial information has to be acquired in order for the task to be performed. (Post-event learning, where the learner has to remember the outcome of an action or event, is a little different in detail, but it shares the same generate-and-recognise basis.) Much of the work in Soar has dealt with the learning of instructions (Huffman, 1994; Huffman & Laird, 1995; , where the models exhibit a gradual progression from a performance that is initially externally based, i.e. dependent upon interpreting the externally-presented instructions, through a stage of recognition-based learning, to a fully internalised and assimilated skill.
Vera, Lewis & Lerch (1993) add an important ingredient to the story, by analysing the kind of situations which occur often in practice, where the alternative answers are provided by the external environment and therefore do not have to be generated from the learner's internal, cognitive resources. In learning to use a bank automated teller machine (ATM), for example, the action at each step makes use of a specific external object: to press one of the labelled buttons, or type on the numeric keys, or insert a card into the card slot, and so on. To acquire the correct sequence, the learner needs to supply only the recognitional knowledge. As further discussed by Vera et al (1993) and by , Soar predicts that the skill acquired by the use of such external generators is strongly "situated" or "display based" (Larkin, 1989) , in the sense that a person can perform the task fluently when in the task environment, but cannot produce the learned procedurefor example, by describing it -away from the situation. This inability is known to be characteristic of expert skill (Mayes, Draper, McGregor & Oatley, 1988; Payne, 1991) , and has been regarded as puzzling. Howes & Young (1996, in press ) review these findings and describe ways in which Soar's learning mechanism serves to constrain the kinds of models that can be acquired, thereby making architecturally-based predictions about the corresponding human cognitive skill. In the area of learning to use interactive computer systems, the main differences in learnability between interfaces stem from the relative ease or difficulty of the generate part of the process. In addition to the display-based nature of the learned skill, Howes & Young show that the learning mechanism predicts that, given certain common properties of the device, a display-based (e.g. menu) interface is necessarily easier to learn than a keyboard-based (e.g. command line) one; and that for keyboardbased devices, learning is necessarily easier with either meaningful (rather than meaningless) or mnemonic (rather than arbitrary) command names.
In this section we have examined some of the implications of Soar's learning mechanism for longterm memory, learning, and cognitive skill. The next section focuses more specifically on the consequences of that mechanism for WM.
Complex Cognitive Activities (Q 5)
Because Soar is constructed with the aim of providing the functional capabilities for an intelligent agent, it is on its home ground when being used to model memory and learning in complex cognitive activities. In this section we briefly describe three studies bearing on the role of WM in complex tasks. All three studies model situations where a human subject has to deal with large quantities of information relevant to the external situation. In all three cases, trying to hold that information in SDM is not a functionally adequate solution. Instead, these models make use of Soar's learning mechanism to hold the information in LTM, and perform the task with a bounded SDM. The picture that emerges from these studies is of how Soar's learning mechanism, and the strongly recognitionbased processing it implies, provide an adequate basis for complex cognitive processing within a limited WM. These results are related to Ericsson & Kintsch's (1995) ideas about "long-term working memory". Howes (1993 Howes ( , 1994 describes a model, called Ayn, capable of searching, and learning to navigate its way, through large external spaces. It deals with an environment characterised as a set of locations connected by paths. It can deal with tasks such as finding its way through a hierarchical computer menu system, or through the streets in an unfamiliar town centre. In the former case, the locations are the possible menus and the paths are the choices from each menu. In the latter case, the locations are street intersections and the paths are the streets leading from each intersection.
Howes' model of recognition-based search
Ayn works by exploiting the production rules acquired as a by-product of the process of dealing with locations and considering the choice of possible paths, and using them as the basis for a (long-term) recognitional memory. Each time Ayn encounters a location, it attempts to comprehend it, to see what clues (if any) it offers to the correct route. And each time Ayn considers a path, it sees if it has any basis for evaluating that move. Those processing steps lead to productions being acquired which, as with the example of Rosemary's baby in the previous section, can serve to recognise which locations or paths Ayn has seen before, and which it has not. Ayn uses various heuristics that exploit the recognitional knowledge to improve its search. For example, if Ayn recognises its goal as one that it has reached before, then it knows the goal can be reached by sticking to paths it has taken before, so it prefers paths it recognises to those it does not. Over repeated trials, Ayn gradually improves its knowledge of the network to the point where it can navigate to familiar targets without error.
Because Ayn relies upon recognitional knowledge, which is stored in Soar's production memory (corresponding to human LTM), it avoids making heavy demands upon SDM, and Ayn in fact will search a space of any size using an SDM of fixed capacity. Ayn minimises the deliberate processing that has to been done in order to learn the network. Instead, as with the example of Rosemary's baby, Ayn makes recognitional use of knowledge acquired as a side-effect of performing the main task.
Translated back into terms of human cognition, the Ayn model demonstrates how, even with a strictly limited short-term store, people can search an external space of indefinite size, by relying upon recognitional use of knowledge acquired in LTM.
Altmann's model of episodic memory for external information Altmann (1996; Altmann, Larkin & John, 1995; Altmann & John, in press ) analysed and modelled the behaviour of a skilled programmer working at a task of understanding and modifying a large computer program. She works primarily with a single window on a computer screen which, as she issues commands and requests new information at the bottom of the window, slides the older information up and eventually off the screen. At various points in her investigation, the programmer encounters items about which she knows she has previously seen some information, and she then retrieves that information for further processing by scrolling back through the display window. The interesting feature of this task is that the programmer is being presented with far more information and detail on the screen than she can possibly retain. Yet, she manages to remember enough about the existence and location of relevant external information that she can find it again when she needs to, in order to dig deeper.
Altmann's model attempts to comprehend each new item of information that appears on the screen, although this comprehension can vary enormously in its depth and completeness. Each act of comprehension results in the acquisition of one or more new production rules, which include the salient features of the item being processed and a (very crude) indication of the circumstances in which the item appears. Such rules form effectively a (very simple) episodic trace of what has been seen. Even though only a tiny fraction of the content of the computer display is being captured in this way, these productions arising as a side-effect of the comprehension can serve as recognitional knowledge. When the model encounters an item about which more information is needed, if one of these recognition rules fires then Soar knows that it has seen the item before; and if the remembered context indicator differs from the current one, then Soar knows it must have seen the item earlier, and so can find it by scrolling back.
The implications of this model for human memory both reinforce and extend those we have seen from the previous examples. Once again, we have the idea of learning occurring as a side-effect of processing, with heavily recognitional use being made of the production rules acquired as a byproduct of that processing. In this case, the model shows how a human programmer can, within the constraints of a limited WM, make effective use of recognitional knowledge in LTM to index into and navigate around a large and growing display of external information.
Altmann and colleagues relate their results to the idea of long-term working memory (LT-WM) propounded by Ericsson & Kintsch (1995; Ericsson & Delaney, this volume) . Altmann's model shares with Ericsson & Kintsch's analysis the core suggestion that LTM be used to provide access to a larger set of information than can be carried in WM. Soar adds to LT-WM the twist that the relevant knowledge in LTM is primarily recognitional in character, and serves to provide access to a potentially vast body of external information. Unlike the cases studied by Ericsson & Kintsch, Altmann's programmer does not put effort into the deliberate construction of retrieval cues for the information being memorised. Altmann et al ascribe this difference to the contrasting requirements of the tasks. Altmann's programmer encounters a huge amount of information, only a small part of which will ever be sought again, so there is no possibility of building specific retrieval structures. Instead, Altmann et al propose extending LT-WM with the idea of a ubiquitous "episodic LT-WM", which the cognitive architecture acquires passively and pervasively. Rieman, Young & Howes (1996) describe a Soar model called IDXL, which performs the kind of exploratory search that experienced computer users engage in when asked to use an unfamiliar menu-driven application. IDXL accounts for many of the empirical phenomena observed with this kind of exploratory learning (Rieman, 1994 (Rieman, , 1996 Franzke, 1995) . Users typically cannot and do not go directly to the right menu item. Instead, they examine the menu headers, pull down and browse through some of the menus, focus on a few promising items, and may end up visiting the correct item several times, often for increasing durations, before finally choosing it.
IDXL model of exploratory search
IDXL pays attention to one item on the screen at a time, performing some processing on an item and then moving to an adjacent one. The processing of each item is done locally, with information being held in SDM about only the individual item being attended to. Each time an item is examined, a quantum of processing is performed to assess its relevance to the task being done, and leads to a production being acquired to summarise the outcome of that assessment. Over multiple visits to an item, an increasingly detailed and reliable evaluation of the item is represented in the acquired rules. Those rules are also used recognitionally, for IDXL to know on each visit to an item what processing it has already received.
IDXL's implications for human memory agree substantially with those of the previous examples. IDXL shows how experienced users can explore a potentially large, externally presented space of possible actions with only a fixed-capacity WM, by storing information gathered during the exploration in LTM, and using it recognitionally.
Limitations of WM: Functional limitations (Q 4)
In the previous section, we discussed three Soar models that perform complex cognitive tasks while operating within a limited working memory. That is only half the story (though a crucial half): we must now demonstrate how WM limitations might actually arise in Soar. In this section and the next, we present additional models that illustrate two theoretical points about WM limitations in Soar. First, there are several ways in Soar that phenomena attributed to limited WM may arise from the interaction of functionally motivated aspects of the architecture, without assuming any capacity constraints. Second, independent efficiency concerns in Soar lead us to posit a simple but severe representational constraint on SDM that is consistent with a well-known principle of human WM limitations, similarity-based interference. This constraint leads to detailed accounts of a number of psycholinguistic phenomena in sentence processing, while still allowing the complex task of comprehension to proceed.
Functional limitations and resource limitations
The study of working memory is dominated by the topic of limitations. The majority of experimental studies demonstrate that people can hold a certain amount of information in WM, but no more, under such-and-such conditions. The most famous case, deriving from Miller's (1956) celebrated paper, is that of limited immediate memory capacity. Usually these limitations are seen as being due to underlying resource or implementational constraints. For example, the decay rate of the phonological loop (Baddeley & Logie, this volume ) is a hard constraint that presumably reflects properties of the neurobiological substrate. The same is true for models positing activation limits (Lovett, Reder & Lebiere, this volume), or limits of attentional span (Cowan, this volume). The implicit assumption is that if the hardware of the brain had different properties-were somehow better designed-then we would be able to remember more, understand more complex language, think and learn faster, etc.
The idea of resource constraints appears not to sit comfortably with Soar. It has no mechanisms of quantitative gradation, such as activation level or trace strength 2 , and attempts to impose a brute force limitation on the size of SDM -to decide that it cannot hold more than seven items, say, or seventeen -seem not to work well. This aspect makes many psychologists doubtful about Soar (e.g., the commentaries in Newell, 1992) , but as we shall see it does not rule out the possibility that Soar can model and account for the psychological phenomena associated with limited WM. Newell (1990) points to another possible source of performance limitations. He distinguishes between resource constraints and functional limitations, which can arise from the interaction of cognitive components motivated on purely functional grounds. In other words, they derive from considerations of the task an agent is trying to perform and what it has to do in order to perform it, without needing to appeal to properties of the implementational substrate. The existence of functional explanations of performance limitations is theoretically very important. If an explanation of a phenomenon can be offered on independently (and functionally) motivated grounds, then no further explanation need be sought in terms of implementational or resource constraints. In the following subsections we consider two examples of Soar models that exhibit such functional limitations.
Example 1: Performance limitations and individual differences in syllogistic reasoning
It has long been known that certain forms of syllogistic reasoning are difficult for most people to perform. For example, the syllogism in (1) below is easy to solve correctly:
(1) All artists are beekeepers.
All beekeepers are chemists.
---------------------------------------What (if anything) necessarily follows?
It necessarily (and quite transparently) follows from the two premises that all artists are chemists. However, syllogisms such as (2) below are notoriously difficult to get right:
(2) No artists are beekeepers.
Some beekeepers are chemists.
----------------------------------What (if anything) necessarily follows?
The correct response to (2) is some chemists are not artists, though most subjects respond with no artists are chemists, some artists are not chemists, or no chemists are artists.
Why are certain forms of reasoning so difficult? Johnson-Laird (1983 , 1989 has championed an approach to human reasoning which claims people (who are not trained in logic) approach such puzzles, and all kinds of everyday reasoning, by building and manipulating mental models of the situations described. A model is a representation containing elements that correspond directly to the individuals or objects in a situation. Models are to be contrasted with logic representations, which represent via a set of logical sentences or axioms, and which are manipulated via proof procedures. The evidence Johnson-Laird garners in favor of the mental model theory is that reasoning difficulty is primarily a function of the number of models that must be constructed to solve a problem, not a function of the complexity of the logical proof (Johnson- Laird, 1988) . The relation to working memory is that some reasoning tasks are difficult because they require the construction and maintenance of multiple models, which taxes a limited capacity working memory. Polk & Newell (1995) offer an alternative theory that also assumes people construct mental models in verbal reasoning tasks, but does not assume that they construct multiple models. Polk & Newell argue that people solve verbal reasoning tasks, such as the three-term syllogisms exemplified above, by using their pre-existing language skills. As a weak claim about a component process of reasoning, this is uncontroversial and undeniably true. But the theory makes a much stronger claim: verbal reasoning is accomplished exclusively by existing comprehension and production skills, in particular, by comprehending and recomprehending the premises, i.e., building an initial single model and incremental augmenting that model. There are no special reasoning processes-not only are there no logical proof procedures, but there are also no special processes to support logical reasoning by constructing and manipulating multiple models.
The theory offered by Polk & Newell (1995) has a number of properties relevant to the question of functional constraints. First, the model is strongly functional. One sense of this claim is simply that the model performs the task, i.e. it reads the two premises and attempts to draw a conclusion. The sense more directly relevant here is that the model is functional in that it draws on abilities, like language skills, that exist in order to provide the agent with certain functional capabilities (such as speaking, listening, reading) motivated independently of this particular task.
Second, subjects' difficulties with the task are explained as a consequence of this functional basis. Polk & Newell point out that although subjects' everyday language skills (e.g. of encoding and comprehension) can serve to perform the syllogism task, they are not perfectly adapted to that task, and so by themselves are not adequate for perfect performance. For example, the model resulting from language comprehension "is guaranteed to represent a situation in which that proposition is true. But, in general, … an annotated model may encode information that is not inherent in a proposition (and be unwarranted) or fail to encode information that is (and be incomplete)." (Polk & Newell, 1995) . In this and similar ways, difficulties with the task are explained on the grounds of functional constraints without appeal to the notion of resource constraints.
Third, the model deals with individual differences. The model contains a number of qualitative parameters that determine such things as detailed aspects of how the premises are encoded, for example, whether or not a premise of the form No X are Y will be interpreted as also implying No Y are X. Different choices for the detailed structure generate a whole space of models, and Polk shows that different models in that space provide a good fit to different individuals. The fit to individual subjects is in fact at least as good as the subjects' test-retest fit to their own performance one week later. This parameterised model provides a highly successful account of individual differences, which makes no reference to resource constraints.
Example 2: Performance limitations and individual differences in ambiguity resolution
We now turn to another aspect of verbal processing in which capacity limitations are implicated: ambiguity resolution in sentence comprehension. There is a long-standing and continuing controversy in psycholinguistics over the extent to which non-syntactic factors can affect the initial structure assigned in parsing. Consider sentences (3) and (4), which contain a momentary ambiguity that is resolved later in the sentence:
(3) a. The defendant examined the courtroom.
b. The defendant examined by the jury was upset.
(4) The evidence examined by the jury was suspicious.
The verb examined is ambiguous: it may be interpreted as the main verb (as in 3a), or as starting a relative clause (as in 3b and 4). Researchers have argued for a variety of factors that determine initial ambiguity resolution, ranging from purely structural properties (e.g, Ferriera & Clifton, 1986) to lexical semantics, lexical and structural frequencies, or referential properties (e.g; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994) . For example, the inanimacy of the subject (evidence) in (4) provides a cue that the verb examined should be interpreted as a relative clause, because that is the most plausible interpretation (inanimate objects usually do not examine things). Indeed, Trueswell et al (1994) and others have found that such semantic constraints can have a strong effect on ambiguity resolution.
Just & Carpenter (1992) added a novel twist to the debate, by demonstrating that ambiguity resolution behavior is a function of individual differences as well as linguistic factors. In particular, they argued that the behavioral differences are due to differences in working memory capacity. People with high working memory capacity (high-span) are able to appeal to nonsyntactic factors, such as the animacy features in (4), while people with low working memory capacity (low-span) do not have the capacity to be sensitive to such factors. They found that low-span subjects performed in a modular fashion on material such as (4), while high-span subjects performed in an interactive fashion on identical material. Thus, they argue, modularity is not an all-or-none architectural issue, but a graded function of working memory limitations. Lewis (1993) presents an alternative explanation of these individual differences that does not appeal to limited working memory capacity to account for the modular behavior of the low-span subjects. The explanation is derived from NL-Soar, a Soar model of language comprehension. In NL-Soar, local ambiguity manifests itself by the simultaneous proposal of multiple operators corresponding to the different interpretations. For example, in (3) and (4) above, at the verb examined, two operators are proposed: one corresponding to the main verb structure, the other corresponding to the relative clause structure. Ambiguity resolution then takes place by drawing on available search control knowledge. In the case of the ambiguity in (3) and (4), a search control production can test the proposed operators and the semantic content of the subject (e.g, evidence), and prefer the relativeclause operator in the appropriate contexts. Thus, NL-Soar can model the rapid, on-line effects of semantic context observed in the interactive studies (e.g., Trueswell et al, 1994) and in the high-span subjects of Just & Carpenter (1992) .
However, nothing guarantees that such a search control production will be available. If the knowledge is present only through deliberate processing in sub-states, there may not be enough time to perform all the inferences necessary to make the right selection. Under press of time, there may be no alternative but to select one interpretation by some default preference. In such a case, NL-Soar behaves in a modular fashion since the required knowledge sources are not applied on-line.
Thus, like the explanation of individual differences in verbal reasoning discussed above, the NL-Soar theory attributes the individual differences in ambiguity resolution behavior to differences in parsing skill. High span subjects are not necessarily performing well because of their higher working memory capacity, but because they have been exposed to the appropriate linguistic material which led to the learning of specific, semantically-sensitive ambiguity resolution rules. (Lewis, 1993 , describes how NL-Soar is in fact capable of learning such rules).
Related approaches
The focus on knowledge differences as an explanation of individual differences is shared by the long-term working memory approach of Ericsson & Delaney (this volume) (see also Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995 , which suggests a similar account of the Just & Carpenter data). Furthermore, the methodological approach of positing cognitive resource limitations only as a last resort is a prominent feature of the EPIC research (Kieras & Meyer, this volume). The point is that some (though not necessarily all) performance limitations may be due to knowledge or skill differences and purely functional aspects of cognitive architecture. The novel aspects that the Soar theory adds include an account of how the relevant skill differences can actually arise as a function of experience, and a precise explanation of how functional aspects of the architecture can lead to performance limitations.
Limitations of WM: Resource constraints (Q4)
The previous sections demonstrated how performance limitations may arise in a functional model without assuming any resource or capacity constraints. Of course, this does not deny that there are some kinds of hard resource constraints. We now consider one way of incorporating such constraints into Soar, and apply the resulting theory to the domain of syntactic processing, again within the NLSoar model discussed above. The constraint is motivated by efficiency concerns in Soar, and yields a simple theory of capacity limitations that accounts for a wide range of cross-linguistic memory effects in parsing.
Efficient representations in WM
For syntactic parsing in NL-Soar, SDM keeps track of partial constituents as the sentence is incrementally structured. Recall from section 2 that SDM consists of a theoretically neutral attributevalue representation. The particular attributes and values used in parsing are incorporated from linguistic theory (in the case of NL-Soar, X-bar phrase structure [Chomsky, 1986] , but for expository purposes here we adopt more traditional grammatical relations).
SDM is organized for parsing in the following way. Partial constituents are indexed by the syntactic relations that they may enter into with other constituents (e.g., subject of sentence, object of verb, and so on). SDM is divided into two parts: the Heads part indexes constituents by the syntactic relations they may assign. The Dependents part indexes constituents by the relations they may receive.
For example, when NL-Soar constructs the prepositional phrase with the dog, it must temporarily buffer the NP the dog before creating the complete PP. At that moment, the representation in SDM looks like: How should this representation in SDM be limited to ensure efficient processing? The answer comes from theoretical and empirical work on the computational complexity of the recognition match (Tambe, Newell, & Rosenbloom, 1990) . This work has identified open, undiscriminated sets in SDM as the most significant source of match expense. An undiscriminated set is simply a set of elements indexed by a single relation or attribute. With such open sets, the recognition match becomes exponentially expensive and therefore psychologically and computationally implausible as the basis for efficient memory retrieval.
Such open sets can occur in any Soar model, and in practice do lead to significant slowdowns in running the simulations. In NL-Soar, undiscriminated sets may be created when multiple constituents are indexed by a single syntactic relation. We can eliminate such open sets by limiting each relation to a small number of nodes. But how many?
It turns out that the minimum number required to parse any natural language is two (Lewis, 1996) . Any less, and the system would be unable to parse basic structures that relate two propositions, such as sentential complements (I think that John likes Mary). We next consider the empirical implications of this severe capacity restriction, then relate it back to general psychological theories of working memory.
Difficult embeddings: The classic memory effect in parsing
The classic short-term memory effect in sentence comprehension is the difficulty of comprehending multiple center embedded relative clauses (Miller & Chomsky, 1963) . Single embedded relative clauses such as (7) are quite comprehensible, but double center-embeddings (8) cause severe difficulty:
(7) The cat that the bird chased ran away.
(8) The salmon that the man that the dog chased smoked fell.
Consider now how NL-Soar would parse these structures. To handle a structure such as (7), two noun phrases must be momentarily buffered as potential subjects waiting for their verbs:
However, in (8), by the time the dog is read, three potential subjects must be buffered:
(10) potential-subjects:
This exceeds the posited limited of two, and therefore the sentence cannot be parsed.
This simple model, with its uniform limit of two across all syntactic relations, accounts for a wide range of acceptable and unacceptable effects cross-linguistically. The type specificity of the limitation is crucial to the empirical success of the model. To see why, consider the comprehensible Japanese construction in (11) below (Lewis, 1993) :
(11) John-wa Bill-ni Mary-ga Sue-ni Bob-o syookai sita to it-ta. John Bill Mary Sue Bob introduced said (John said to Bill that Mary introduced Bob to Sue.)
Although such sentences are surely complex, they do not cause the failure associated with (8), despite stacking up five NPs waiting for verbs. The crucial difference, of course, is that (11) requires maintaining no more than two NPs of any particular syntactic function: at most two subjects, two indirect objects, and a direct object. Lewis (1993) and Lewis (1996) present the complete analysis of this and another four dozen or so constructions from six languages. The data in those papers illustrate the nature of the empirical constraints: a model of syntactic WM must account for the processing difficulty on structures such as (8), while still being powerful enough to handle other complex embeddings , such as (11), which speakers and listeners of a language find acceptable.
The unifying principle: similarity-based interference
How does this model of syntactic working memory relate to existing psychological accounts of working memory or short-term memory? There is an important connection: The model gives rise to similarity-based interference, a key principle underlying other kinds of working memory. The effect is clearly seen from studies demonstrating retroactive interference, which occurs when a to-beremembered stimulus is followed by a set of distracter items that the subject must attend to. The general finding is that distracter items similar in kind to the original stimulus cause forgetting, while dissimilar items are far less disruptive. For example, immediate memory for odor is disrupted by interpolated tasks involving odors, but is unaffected by a distracting verbal task such as counting backwards (Walker & John, 1984) . The broad categories for which such interference has been demonstrated include conceptual/semantic (Potter 1976) , kinesthetic (Williams et al, 1969) , odor (Walker & John, 1984) , sign language (Poizner, Bellugi & Tweney, 1981) , tone (Deutsch, 1970) , verbal (Shiffrin, 1973; Waugh & Norman, 1965) , and visual (Logie, Zucco, & Baddeley, 1990 ). What we are suggesting is that syntactic should be added to this list.
Such a suggestion is consistent with the demonstrations of within-category similarity-based interference in several different tasks and modalities, such as the phonological similarity effect in standard verbal STM tasks (Baddeley, 1966; Conrad, 1963) , and corresponding effects in visual and sign language (Magnussen, Greenlee, Asplund & Dyrnes, 1991; Poizner et al, 1981) . We are claiming that there is also a "syntactic similarity effect", which shows up as difficulty with centerembeddings. A consistent, emerging picture is one that characterizes working memory in terms of specific coding schemes, with severe limitations on the ability to represent items that are coded similarly.
Similarity-based interference, in one form or another, is part of a number of current theoretical frameworks, including Baddeley & Logie (this volume), Cowan (this volume), and O'Reilly, Braver & Cohen (this volume) . Connectionist approaches such as the latter are particularly interesting in this respect, since network models exhibit similarity-based interference as an intrinsic property of their representation mechanisms.
Unitary vs Non-Unitary WM (Q 3)
As we have seen, Soar postulates a dynamic memory, SDM, which holds all the information in declarative form pertaining to the task in hand. As discussed in the previous section, however, although SDM is a single memory in regard to its function within the Soar architecture, the existence within it of different encodings and representations (arising from functional considerations) can give rise to what are effectively multiple memories. The processing of language, for example, involves information in specialised representations encoding syntactic and semantic relations between the various words, while the processing of, say, spatial information involves different, specialised representations for the spatial relationships between objects. To the extent that linguistic information is processed by production rules which are sensitive to linguistic data encoded in the linguistic representation and which produce further information in that representation, while spatial information is processed by rules sensitive to the spatial representation and which produce further information in that representation, so the linguistic and the spatial data can be regarded as residing in different memories. These multiple memories may be active for the same task. For example, a person processing sentences asserting A is to the left of B and C is to the right of B may well have both a representation of the information reflecting its original linguistic structure as well as a more directly spatial encoding of the configuration being described.
Soar is neutral as to whether such functionally separable memories are or are not localised, i.e. stored at different physical locations, in the brain. Soar does, however, offer a couple of constraints on the extent to which the multiple memories can conform to an extreme version of modularity (Fodor, 1983) . First is the observation that many tasks require transfer of information between and integration across the different representations. For example, to construct a spatial-like representation from sentences such as A is to the left of B requires rules that can translate information from one representation to the other, and therefore "know about" both. The second constraint comes from the integrative nature of Soar's learning mechanism. Just as a Soar model of natural language processing acquires rules whose conditions combine lexical, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information (Lewis, 1993) , so other tasks which involve deliberate processing (i.e. processing in a substate) of information held in different representations lead to the learning of rules that integrate over the different representations. There are therefore functional limits on just how independent the multiple memories can be.
Biological Considerations (Q 8)
The main way in which Soar contacts its implementational roots concerns timing. Newell (1990 Newell ( , 1992 ) employs a biologically-based argument to identify the different timescales at which Soar operates. Newell uses the argument to squeeze the durations of Soar's processes between lower and upper bounds, in order to derive estimates such as the time taken to execute a cognitive operator uninterrupted by an impasse. For example, an increasing number of studies show that a figure of around 50 msec provides a consistent, good approximate fit to human performance across a variety of domains (e.g. Wiesmeyer & Laird, 1993; Lewis, 1993) . This argument is of great theoretical importance, since it makes Soar the only major psychological theory to yield absolute (even though approximate) temporal predictions.
Beyond those temporal issues, Soar is largely neutral as to its biological implementation. Even the apparent commitment to using a production system is not an essential feature of Soar. The role of the existing production system is to provide Soar with a long-term, content-addressed associative memory. In principle, one could replace the production system by any other system for a contentaddressed memory, such as one based on connectionist principles (Cho, Rosenbloom & Dolan, 1991) , and leave the architectural aspects of Soar intact. In practice, such a substitution is likely to lead to modifying the architecture in interesting ways.
The Relationship of WM to Attention and Consciousness (Q 7)
From our perspective, attention and consciousness are very different issues, and we treat them separately.
Attention
According to Soar's viewpoint, attention is not a process separate from the rest of cognition, but rather a label for a collection of phenomena that emerge when a system with potential for a high degree of parallelism has to generate serial behaviour. Whenever Soar has to deal with one object, or a small set of objects, out of the many that could be dealt with, then Soar is said to be attending to that object or set. As with so much else in Soar, attention is closely tied to the serial bottleneck imposed by the selection of one operator at a time. Suppose that Soar is holding three words in SDM, and the task is to check that each of them is the name of an animal. If we assume, as seems reasonable, that the relevant operators deal with only one word at a time, then Soar can propose in parallel three operators of type check-for-animal-name, one for each of the words. But the operators have to be selected and implemented serially, with the result that Soar "pays attention to" each word in turn. The Soar model most explicitly dealing with attentional phenomena is that of Wiesmeyer (1992; Wiesmeyer & Laird, 1993) , in which a single model and set of assumptions provides a zeroparameter quantitative and qualitative fit to a range of phenomena in the psychology of covert visual attention.
Consciousness
The term consciousness has almost as many different meanings as there are commentators. Soar takes a stand mainly on one particular sense, that of conscious awareness. The natural way to read off a micro-theory of awareness from the Soar architecture is functionally: Soar is aware of some item X if its behavior can be made to depend on X. Each item in SDM can potentially -given appropriate knowledge (i.e. production rules) -come to determine Soar's course of processing, and hence "enter awareness". In short, Soar is aware of the contents of SDM, which as we have seen, is a subset of the contents of working memory. Whether or not it can produce a verbal report of those contents is another question, which depends upon the representations involved, the cognitive demands of concurrent activity, and so on. Although one can imagine refinements to this position -for example, proposed but unselected operators probably remain outside of awareness, as perhaps do even selected operators -the approach seems viable, and indeed is very close to the position adopted by Ericsson & Simon (1980 in their treatment of the information available to someone in the context of a psychological experiment.
Conclusion
In this chapter we have considered working memory from the point of view of Soar, a broad cognitive architecture primarily motivated by functional concerns. At first blush, it was not clear that such an architecture would offer much to the theoretical study of WM, since, in its original formulation, it did not incorporate any constraints on WM capacity. However, the study of WM from this functional point of view has provided answers to many of the designated questions, as summarised in Table 1 . Table 1 . Brief summary of answers to the eight designated questions.
(1) Basic mechanisms and representations in working memory & (2) The control and regulation of working memory (These first two questions are answered together.) Soar is a cognitive architecture of broad scope, which focuses on the functional capabilities needed to support performance in a range of cognitive tasks. The Soar architecture has no separate "WM mechanism", in the sense of components aimed specifically at accounting for memory phenomena. Soar is a production system architecture, with two main memories: a long-term production memory, storing permanent knowledge, and a dynamic memory which holds state information pertaining to the current task. The functions of working memory are distributed across both these memories. Processing occurs by cyclically choosing an operator to apply to the current state, thereby transforming it to a new state. Whenever that process is blocked, Soar sees an "impasse" and sets up a substate, processing of which is intended to produce information to allow processing of the original state to resume. New production rules are acquired whenever processing of a substate generates information for the original state.
(3) The unitary vs non-unitary nature of working memory
Although Soar postulates a single dynamic memory, the existence of different encodings (arising from functional considerations) can give rise to what are effectively "multiple memories". Soar is neutral as to whether such functionally separable memories are localised in the brain. There is growing evidence that to extend Soar's correspondence to human memory, it may be necessary to supplement Soar's main dynamic memory with a number of short-term modality-specific stores, of which a phonological store is one.
(4) The nature of working memory limitations
We make two points. First, even in a cognitive architecture with an unbounded dynamic memory, WM limitations can arise on functional grounds. Where such functional accounts exist, they render the usual kinds of resource-based explanations unnecessary. Second, Soar is compatible with certain kinds of capacity limitations. In particular, a constraint that dynamic memory can hold at most two items of the same "type" yields a coherent explanation for many psycholinguistic phenomena in sentence comprehension, and embodies a general cognitive principle-similarity-based interference-operative across multiple kinds of working memory contents.
(5) The role of working memory in complex cognitive activities Owing to its production system architecture, Soar is strong at modelling the performance of complex cognitive tasks. By making recognitional use of information in long-term memory acquired as a by-product of earlier task performance, Soar shows how tasks requiring search of a large problem space or the accumulation of large amounts of information can be performed within the constraints of a dynamic memory of bounded size.
(6) The relationship of working memory to long-term memory and knowledge Soar's working memory system includes long-term memory as one of its component mechanisms. Long-term memory serves the function of a working memory whenever it encodes, via learning, partial or intermediate products of computation in service of some task. Soar therefore has close links to other approaches which emphasise the involvement of longterm memory in WM, and may be able to offer a computational process model for Ericsson & Kintsch's "long-term WM". The analysis shows that WM cannot coherently be studied independently of long-term memory and while ignoring learning.
(7) The relationship of working memory to attention and consciousness Attentional phenomena are "real", but attention is not a separate "thing". Rather, it labels a collection of effects that emerge when a system with potential for a high degree of parallelism has to generate serial behaviour. With regard to consciousness, Soar is "aware" of what it can respond to, i.e. of the contents of its dynamic memory. Whether or not it can produce a verbal report of those contents depends upon a variety of other factors.
(8) The biological implementation of working memory Newell (1990) employs a biologically-based argument to identify the different timescales at which Soar operates. This argument is of great theoretical importance, since it makes Soar the only major psychological theory to yield absolute (even though approximate) temporal predictions. Beyond that, Soar is neutral as to its biological implementation. In principle, one could replace the production system by any other implementation of a content-addressed associative memory, such as a connectionist network.
Soar's approach to issues of WM has yielded three novel contributions:
1. One of the distinctive contributions of Soar is to offer a detailed account of how complex human cognition can work even within a small working memory. There are now a number of Soar models that illustrate this point, and all rely on the same principle: memory-demanding tasks are supported by relying on Soar's learning mechanism to produce a recognition memory during task performance. In most of the tasks studied so far, this recognition memory emerges as a byproduct of normal task performance. The recognition memory is used reconstructively by relying on internally generated cues, or externally supplied (i.e., "situated") cues. These models go a long way toward helping resolve one of the troubling paradoxes about cognitive models of complex tasks (particularly production system models): most such models rely on implausibly large dynamic memories to support performance. The Soar models discussed in this chapter provide a concrete set of mechanisms that clearly demonstrate that such oversize memories are not needed. The resulting theory of performance has close ties to the ideas surrounding longterm working memory (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995) , provides a candidate set of mechanisms for realizing those ideas, and extends the relevant domains to any task requiring significant temporary memory storage-not just overlearned expert performance. This is good news for both traditional working memory theorists concerned with capacity limitations, and theorists concerned with complex task performance. For the former, it means that it may be possible to incorporate even severely limited models of working memory within a functional architecture; for the latter, it means that it should be possible to build new models (as well as reconstruct existing models) of complex cognition in such a way that the demands on working memory are minimal.
2. The Soar models of reasoning and language demonstrate that some phenomena which are attributed to capacity limitations can arise from purely functional mechanisms or differences in knowledge or skill. In particular, we saw how Soar's control structure can yield performance limitations when it leads to the application of automatized skill in inappropriate situations. The Soar theory also includes an account of how certain skill differences may actually arise as a function of experience, providing an explanation of both the locus and genesis of individual differences that might otherwise be assumed to be capacity-based.
3. Although Soar as originally formulated had no WM capacity limits, concern for efficient processing (in particular, retrieval from the recognition memory) led to a constraint on SDM that yields similarity-based interference. In short, similarly-coded items interfere more than dissimilar items. The application of this restriction to the domain of syntactic processing (along with an assumption about the severe limit on the number of similar linguistic items that can be maintained-the "Magical Number Two"), led to a simple model of difficult and acceptable embeddings that account for a wide range of processing effects across multiple languages. Similarity-based interference has been demonstrated in many different tasks and modalities. The various kinds of codings (phonological, visual, etc.) give rise to specialized memories, but these specializations emerge from, and are governed by, the same general cognitive principle.
By focusing on learning, long-term memory, and functionality, this story has strayed outside the traditional concerns of working memory research-but for good reasons. Though we are obviously in the early stages of this research, a couple of methodological lessons should be clear, even if particular theoretical aspects of Soar remain contentious. The first lesson is that we must be careful not to consider working memory in isolation from long-term memory: they are designed to work together (and with the external environment) in the performance of complex tasks. The second lesson is that we cannot separate learning from performance-even in what is conventionally regarded as pure "performance" tasks, learning can play an important role. Such lessons should not be cause for scientific pessimism because they defeat certain divide-and-conquer approaches to psychological investigation. Rather, they should encourage us to work harder on developing and empirically distinguishing precise unified architectures that explain how the different aspects of cognition work together.
